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About This Game

CLASSIC ROLEPLAYING REIMAGINED
Embark on an epic adventure, in which you must unite the survivors of a fantastical apocalypse and strike back against the

greatest evil the world has ever known. Combining elements of classical turn-based and modern open-world roleplaying games,
Fantasy Realm delivers a unique yet familiar experience, the likes of which you've never seen before.

RECLAIM FALLEN KINGDOMS
Fight back against the undead hordes of Aelimeth's Legion, capturing territory province-by-province. Re-establish supply lines,

upgrade regions, and bring order to a continent overrun by chaos.

OPEN-ENDED CHARACTER PROGRESSION
Customize your character as you play. 19 branching character classes, dozens of weapon-based skills, a variety of costumes, and

a host of elemental spells are all at your disposal as you explore the expansive continent of Tol.

ASSEMBLE YOUR PARTY
Recruit up to six additional followers from the shattered nations, forge weapons and armour, and craft exotic spells, potions, and

items from the resources you've captured. Open-ended class design ensures you will always have an answer to the threats you
will encounter in the wild.

ADVENTURE AWAITS
The Legion of Aelimeth isn't the only obstacle in your path. Explore ancient temples, take on epic megabeasts, and disrupt

hostile faction activity. Or simply take the day off and go fishing. The choice is always yours.
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I first saw this game on greenlight ages ago, and I'm glad they were able to release it! Controls are a bit awkward at the start, as
you have to use both mouse and keyboard to navigate the menu, but you quickly get the hang of it. As someone who has played
a lot of management game, this one is a very good example of the genre. Complete control, have a lot of basic pizzas or really
complicated ones, invest heavily in advertising or not, it's up to you. I've only played a couple hours so far, but I plan to play a
lot more :)

. This music DLC will make you want to attack everyone!. love it, old school dungeon crawler with a cool twist that makes it
something unique! hope to see more from this publisher soon.. It's total ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t : Awful user experience, high price for
no quality, total clueless game...

Sad.... I played only 20 mins on this game and decided to get a refund. This new release dissappoints me, or maybe I expect too
much from this new season. I owned previous MotoGP versions and I admit there was a improvement in PhysX (it is more
playable for new players of this game compare to previous season) but that's all. It is really far behind from new and past racing
games I played specially on the graphics side. I love MotoGP but not this game, I prefer just to play 17 version for now and save
this money for much decent games I think.

Maybe I would rather choose motogp 17 with 2018 PhysX in my opinion.. Probably the best game I have ever played in my
entire life, soo much content it is unreal, the mechanics in the game are the most advanced ever, and the graphics are
extrordinary.. All the girls in this game are my new waifu's. I'm in a harem, don't judge me nerds.. I was one of the ones
fortunate enough to get the game working.

Unfortunately despite playing it on a machine with 12G of Ram and a decent graphics card, this simple game plays at a stunning
5 fps at best.

It takes 15 or so seconds to move just one tile rendering the game pointless.
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Really nice mod but still waiting for new factions etc... its been 4.5 years now :/. Fun little roguelike with permanent upgrades.
A tad slowpaced, but also incredibly cheap. Well worth the money!. Very nice route. Pretty similar to Albula (those routes
actually connect so you can have both as one combined route thanks to workshop merger) but this one is a little easier to
comprehend. There are some more straight parts, more open spaces. It is still a very high mountain route with a lot of slow
curves, tunnels and bridges.

I like the stop on request feature which adds little life to the route. There are also roads with vehicles around. For me Albula
even though a real life route, still looks a bit insane, more like a roller-coaster. Therefore I would recommend Bernina over
Albula although both of these routes are beatiful and very well made.

Only one flaw which I noticed are signals at the end of some stations - even though the switch is set to turn, they show no
restricted speed. Not sure why. The speed limits on the route are nicely marked so it is possible to drive it hudeless without even
taking a lot of notes. I think there is one flawed marker (leaving Alp Gruem to the south) but it's just a detail.

The Allegra is nicely modelled. Physics is OK. Driving with automatic speed controll is pretty easy so the experience is quite
relaxing. The route might seem short (~50km) but due to low driving speeds it feels much longer than that. The whole journey
on combined routes (Albula+Bernina) from Thusis to Poschiavo takes more than 2 hours and a half. Hopefully the route will be
extended futher down to Italy in future.. it doesn't work.. Why?

The costume damage feature is not available in the Steam version.
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